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This article by Emma Walaz reflects on her recent experience that texas undergraduate students aim to recruit undergraduate students of color to learn. As a top-class doctor student, I am currently attending an organization that celebrates philosophy discipline sedate for its efforts more diverse and comprehensively, especially for women
of color. However, despite the best efforts of the university, I have experienced first hand that philosophy includes methods to take on graduateand undergraduate students of structural injustices. In particular, the western canon of philosophy is constantly emphasized by those who live more male, veshmaleng, white and European-often
do not reflect the experiences of many students of color and may result in far-off and preventthem from considering graduate studies in discipline. As a mixed person who basically identifies a liedown, my decision to follow graduate studies in philosophy meant no one direct way. I had a very clear exhibition on philosophy before college. I
have had my desires to follow a career in philosophy, law and politics as an undergraduate, because of my desires to follow, and Samaritans, because philosophy companies consistently score the most on. As i have been on the horizon during my junior year, I found a falling in love with the kind of questions That I was being asked to
consider in my political philosophy courses– what inspired the struggle for identity? How are some voices backward in public dialogue? How do we identify our concepts and influence self-help and participate in the formation of our political institutions?-And increasingly satisfied with the answers that a pure social scientific lens has been
offered. This feeling I found for research to apply to graduate school in my decision to write to senior thesis quareantogether. At that time I was applying for graduate programs that I had some sense of, of course, it was that I had achieved my own by studying graduates in philosophy. I didn't know about steps like Paksa, designed for
students like me. My philosophy in my own undergraduate institution was professors, especially white men, and although introduced in contemporary thought, the philosophy of feminists and the main philosophy was limited to my exposure to race. As an undergraduate, I didn't know that the philosophy field work men were the lotanas and
I was not exposed to the work of those people like Gouriya Anzaldá, Maria Lugones Linda Alkoff, and Marianna Ortiga whose work moved extremely and profoundly, in the form of motivation, and my thinking. It was not until the first semester of graduate school (outside the field of philosophy in a course) that I was Lay down the work of
feminist philosophers. It continues to feel like a deep injustice. It's from this point, from these worlds of feeling, I contact edit my tour plan with students in Texas. My goal was to show a way of philosophy that I thought possible as an undergraduate. My presentation has been focused on La Llorona, one of the tres [three mothers], which I
have faced with her problems which Emma Perez named her. The idea of The Pérez's is unequally considered by feminists and extraordinary philosophers. In the text of his time, Heakanas writes in History (1999), perez's advocacy needs to be found to be the colonial fantasy that demanded the power of the most-obedient governments.
He argues that it is only through him that we have searched for the possibilities of communication and degradation identities, hastoravagrapais and appastimologis. Perez's concept is given by an extraordinary fantasy process. Perez has determined that he has developed the colonial fantasy as opposing what is counted as historical
knowledge in educational spaces, especially in claims that history is a purpose science (xiv-xvi). The concepts of history by highlighting interesting purpose sand historical stories and in-salast and para-maker of the sires, that argument, is no pure, authentic, original history. There are only stories — many stories (xv). For The American Art
Museum, Perez, A.L. Smithsoni Ona, 2005, Is A Critical Appettoris for The Sounds of The Voice and Experiments That Is Said To Fix Sounds And Experiences Through Which Moving OlonReligious Gestures Search For Purchases. As a time break between the colonial moment and the post-colonial, Perez presents what Rooptorang
presents as space that deny the linear and development-based concept imposed by The Apnaveshvad (6). Despite being aclipasad by The Combinati, there is a hilarious time space that does not exist in the space of the teravati but also shows stories of the factaomy and the mythical beings on which the combinality is – i.e. compliance,
modernity, and development. And it's in one of it, it says, from among many cruel systems and institutions. By recovering and effecting what has been unspocant and unseen by the time, Perez's method enables you to attend silent and silent voices to clarify the hilarious dates, theories, and degradation of the olonsbjactotis that held the
ability of the apparatuses to end (xvi). Using The Pérez's Taheorasation, in my work, I would like to state that to spoil the colonial fantasy that is dominating western philosophy, we must keep it in the place of Ruptorang. This is why I rooted my philosophical intervention of the organization's olonic movement through the data of the
Miacanen/Chacanan fantasy: The Last-Tres Mudan-la-Viandi Galialpay, La Malata Chi, and La Ldis Ona. I appealed to The Tres for social amaraus and many of the daily lives of The Last Because of his omapresanka. After departing from traditional stories about these three mythical creatures women, I try to look out of white colonial
hetronormatawati and take them differently to show that they have to learn about engaging us in a nam olonprocess. Those of us who are already familiar with these figures know that when traditionally they appear to be a nascent olonprocess not about feminists. La Venik de Galialpay has been taken away from her sexuality and her
body and is used as a religious icon that works (again) by a yi in the interinch/puta (virgin/kisbi). La Malinche has been specialised as the Maxican Eve and has been accused of the united states' own ness due to its seduo-speaking language and alleged sexual fraud; The stories of La Llorona-which I focus on here-it is used to strengthen
the hetronormatavi gender role by reducing the bad mother. Encouraged by the traditional tilllangs and the kaakanas who have re-created and re-abandoned these miscreants, I have argued that we must probe the differences and dimensions created by her to create this young woman's new philosophical readings. In particular, I would
like to suggest that La Llolga can help us identify the moral needs that we face in our contemporary moment, such as fimaqadi and human trafficking; directviolence in the migrant communities; increasing wealth between the global rich and the poor; and, especially, the continued violence against women, especially women of color. These
challenges require a new way of thinking and demanding a new ethic, which Is what Luce Arari has aptly been to the ethics of our time. The Rewasaonist is engaged in the methods of The Mightahkong which, taking the task of the said-ear-bearer, I offer a study of La Los Ona as a possible alternative to take out the ethics of the etos
tiempos of our time. I gave this thing mainly to the undergraduate non-companies room, most of which are IXIs. By displaying the work from my thesis, I hoped that an example showed that it is possible that you connect to your community in dates. I know that it is like lying down and not seeing myself The majority of philosophy you read.
The response from the students was positive severe. Many of them had not had the opportunity to think through La Llorona in a feminist or philosophical manner. Unlike the primary white education audience in the northeastern United States, where I usually presented my work, almost all attendees didn't just know about the particular
salina but had increased hearing stories about the woman who killed her own children. Encouraged to discuss the labels in an educational space, many students offer their manifestations on the accounts of the approved-on-them during the question and answer period of the talk. One student recalled that his mother had told the much
more sympathetic version of La Llorona's story that such problems as class were sensitised while each other was worked out by complex issues of violence and the extent of its potential aarises from colonial, race, and learned dates. I can say that the questions that these students have asked are more insight and philosophical reflections
than the majority of which I have had from trained philosophers. For many young lying students who came to me after the talk, let's see someone do philosophy in such a way opened up new possibilities for them and allowed them to make a sense of their experiences and patrol the academy's white and colonial space. They asked tough
questions and were able to write through our conversations from their own living experiences when they didn't feel scholars so strongly thought about it and clarify the feelings of gaining. It could be an old or sinen insight for those of us who are familiar with the writings of feminist apostle logists, their lay-down students had an experience
that could be about them for the first time. I would like to suggest that this is the importance of power and beyond the falusofezang. As Ana M. Laira writes of her experience as an offra-letna at the Academy in Africa-Latin@ Reader: History and culture in America, we come without a look, which we are not yet present in, we are not yet
born. As we go, we have to choose our own birther at every turn, we have to choose this first breath. To give birth to yourself. And. And again. And again. And rejoice in this born . Each other does come together on a smooth surface as water, and in doing so become a for eine for each other. In addition to our sheer presence as women of
color in their place, The Fallosophajiang to The Agamanares has worked more frequently to defile their pictures that opens up more possibilities for color students to catch a glimpse of themselves in the ink. Because our agamanares and pictures that shape our thoughts and desires around us, that one. Not only our social facts but also
the role in establishing oneself. Many mainstream feminists have emphasized the importance of philosophical fantasy for the possibility of thinking freely outside the parental structure that systematically and Constatatoaly excluded women from the production of history, knowledge, and symbolic command. Despite hazaras of
Haapparachia, the main feminist supproperiatans and retllongs, Hepita, and went down, I did not show to me in such figures that I have done the same to people i have related to the lasts in this way. It is by the fact that my philosophical work in these figures is by the roting that my molatapalakatatous self reflects that intercitaonal
concerns— such as race, class, sexuality, and the co-oonalati—come into focus. If it is true that we have tried to work to make philosophy more diverse and comprehensive, Then I say that if we are interested in discipline of philosophy (such work is possible) then it is important that we start with the Ahalosupai olonamanarace. As, as The
Gouria Anzaldá argued Borderlands/La Frontera (1987), it is [b]y creating a new Noah-this is, the way we see ourselves, the way we see ourselves, the way we have behaved ways we have–[we can create a new consciousness 80]. Yama Walaz is a top-class doctor candidate (Abd) in the Penn State in studying philosophy and gender,
gender, and sexuality. Its research areas have social and political philosophy, the philosophy of feminists (esp. lytna fimanamus), and the philosophy of degradation. Using the work of American laydown thinkers, the purpose of its research is to show the cooperation that seeks to discuss the identity of fimanamas, intercultural
communication, and the idea of the strategy of Ethacopolatacall. Please see her website for emmadvelez.wixsite.com/mysite. emmadvelez.wixsite.com/mysite
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